ONESHARE SERVICES
Modernising application development and delivery
It is time to rethink how you deliver applications. Building powerful and versatile
applications is easier than ever thanks to powerful tools that directly tap
into the cloud. Cloud technologies offer the ability to transform traditional
test environments while paving the way for more modern development
methodologies. The cloud brings new capabilities, more favourable cost structures
and a more responsive platform to your application environment.

Introducing Sogeti’s OneShare portal
Sogeti has combined the power of Azure, with access to on-demand tools and resources to create a highly unique
portal, OneShare. Customers can load, test and manage their environments and users can copy and deploy test
infrastructures or move applications into production in one click of a button. New environments can be fired up quickly,
giving access to the latest test and development tools such as Visual Studio IDE and HP IT Management SaaS software.
Whether you require a traditional test environment, are moving to application lifecycle management or are
considering a modern DevOps approach, by moving to the cloud you will be able to embrace new tools, practices and
processes.
Traditional App
Development

Modern App
Development

OneShare for Test
Improve the efficiency and
performance of your test
environment

OneShare for ALM
Bring app services
together with tools
and processes

OneShare for DevOps
Move from reactive to
a predictable proactive
approach

Full Cloud Transformation with Managed Services from Sogeti
Sogeti is a trusted partner who takes a holistic approach to your application portfolio. From the selection of applications,
to their modernisation and management, Sogeti can help run all or part of your IT department in the Cloud.

Flexible provisioning and pay-as-you-use pricing
The OneShare portal combines an infrastructure template library with virtual self-service functionality that means you
can select the package of tools your virtual team requires. By pre-defining the environments used by team members it
becomes easier to plan, prepare, specify and execute development work. And since services can be consumed by the
hour rather than on a weekly or monthly basis, you really do pay only for what you use.
If you have Enterprise License Agreements already in place, we can accelerate the provisioning of your software on payper-use infrastructure, circumventing lengthy internal request processes. The ease at which the portal can be switched
on and off in the cloud, suits flexible models where resource and project requirements fluctuate up and down. And
Sogeti is always on hand to support customisation where a more complex set up is required.

Complete control and scalability
Using Visual Studio IDE in the cloud means that you can
access different development environments for different
project types, from anywhere, and create golden images
and standardize the developer desktop for outsourced
work. And with unlimited virtual machines access, scaling up
environments is easy.
Together with Sogeti’s professional services, we can help you
to create an application development and test environment
that’s ideal for you, or support a much wider cloud
transformation.

PostNL

“We have been working closely with
Sogeti to build custom services and
solutions that allow customers to
take full advantage of the value the
cloud has to bring by extending the
Azure platform.”
Larry Orecklin
VP WW Specialist Sales
Microsoft

One of the largest companies at the
forefront of full cloud transformation

Situation

Solution
PostNL is largely operating in a
shrinking market

PostNL took the plunge in mid-2013 and started
transferring all the IT systems that it could to the cloud.

Letter and mail item volumes
diminished by 11 percent,
conversely huge increase in
online shopping

With this decision this organisation is adopting a cloud
based strategy that utilizes Azure as a baseline, taking it
further than any other Dutch company of its size.

Needed to transform their
business to remain competitive,
the cloud provided the answer

PostNL chose trusted partner Sogeti, with the initial task
to switch 75 applications to a ‘public cloud’.
Sogeti delivered and now manages that Azure based
cloud exclusively for PostNL.

Sogeti and Microsoft
Sogeti is an industry leader in application development and lifecycle services and has won numerous Microsoft awards
including Windows Azure SI Partner, Global Alliance Partner, and Enterprise Partner of the Year among others. By
combining innovative Microsoft solutions with our service excellence, we’re able to offer extensive proven experience and
solutions like OneShare, which are enabling customers to realise the full potential of the cloud.

About Sogeti

Contact Sogeti UK

Sogeti is a leading provider of local, professional technology
+44 (0) 20 7014 8900
services and a global Microsoft Alliance Partner. We specialise
enquiries.uk@sogeti.com
in Application, Infrastructure and Engineering Services, offering
uk.sogeti.com
cutting-edge solutions around Application Development, Testing,
Mobile, cloud, and BI and Analytics, combining world class
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provide a strategic partnership and set of tools that
enable customers to realise the full potential of the cloud.

